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Abstract
The rapid development of sensor networks enables
recognition of complex activities (CAs) using mul-
tivariate time series. However, CAs are usually
performed over long periods of time, which causes
slow recognition by models based on fully ob-
served data. Therefore, predicting CAs at early
stages becomes an important problem. In this
paper, we propose Simultaneous Complex Activi-
ties Recognition and Action Sequence Discovering
(SimRAD), an algorithm which predicts a CA over
time by mining a sequence of multivariate actions
from sensor data using a Deep Neural Network.
SimRAD simultaneously learns two probabilistic
models for inferring CAs and action sequences,
where the estimations of the two models are con-
ditionally dependent on each other. SimRAD con-
tinuously predicts the CA and the action sequence,
thus the predictions are mutually updated until the
end of the CA. We conduct evaluations on a real-
world CA dataset consisting of a rich amount of
sensor data, and the results show that SimRAD out-
performs state-of-the-art methods by average 7.2%
in prediction accuracy with high confidence.

1 Introduction
Due to the rapid development of sensor networks, recogni-
tion of complex human activities directly from multivariate
time series (MTS) are becoming feasible for artificial intelli-
gent systems to understand multiplex human behaviors. The
classic models for activity recognition are based on time se-
ries of fully observed activities. However, complex activities
(CAs), such as ‘cooking’, generally have much longer dura-
tions compared to simple activities, a.k.a. actions, such as
‘grabbing’ and ‘lifting’. Therefore, using the classic mod-
els for CAs will result in late recognition. For time-critical
applications, such as safety monitoring, a system is required
to continuously predict dangerous CAs without full observa-
tions to avert or minimize their consequences. As a result,
we demand a method that can predict CAs given sensor MTS
data at arbitrary early stages.

Early recognition of human activities is first studied in
the computer vision field [Ryoo, 2011; Li and Fu, 2014;

Ma et al., 2016]. The proposed methods focus on video
streams, where visual features/actions are computed from the
video frames and then used for early prediction. However,
for sensor MTS data, it is much more difficult to extract re-
liable primitives from signal frames due to the deficient in-
formation provided by MTS compared to videos. Therefore,
early recognition of human activities based on sensor MTS
data incurs substantial challenges. There are a few studies
for early classification on time series data [Xing et al., 2009;
2011; Ghalwash and Obradovic, 2012; Anderson et al., 2012;
Lin et al., 2015; Dachraoui et al., 2015]. However, the task
of these methods is finding one optimal early stage to classify
a time series, thus they are not suitable for predicting CAs at
any specific early stage.

In this paper, we consider that a stream of data points are
sequentially received from sensors, and our goal is to devise
a method that can continuously predict the CA from an on-
going MTS. A straightforward way is to build classifiers at
several predefined stages of CAs, and use the corresponding
classifier for prediction. However, during the inference pro-
cedure, it is impossible to determinate the exact stage of a CA
given the observed MTS, since CAs are performed with dif-
ferent durations, for example, a ‘cooking’ activity may last
from few minutes to hours. Therefore, it is a challenging
task to devise a model that can predict CAs at arbitrary early
stages. We propose Simultaneous Complex Activities Recog-
nition and Action Sequence Discovering (SimRAD), an al-
gorithm which predicts the CA over time from an ongoing
MTS. As a CA can be characterized by a temporal compo-
sition of actions, SimRAD discovers and utilizes a sequence
of multivariate actions from the observed MTS as primitives
to infer the CA. SimRAD learns two conditional probabilistic
models: action sequence model (ASM) and complex activ-
ity model (CAM). The ASM uses the MTS and an estimated
CA to infer the action sequence. This model is designed as
a Deep Neural Network (DNN) feature learner with category
weights for recognizing actions based on different CAs. We
jointly learn the DNN and the category weights by optimiz-
ing a novel objective function which augments the robustness
of the prediction, thus the ASM can reliably infer the action
sequence by means of a CA estimation. The CAM uses an
estimated action sequence to infer the CA, where the feature
of temporal patterns is extracted for CA classification. We
learn the CAM based on the entire progressions of action se-
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quences, thus the CA can be inferred at any progress level.
SimRAD alternately updates the predictions of the two mod-
els based on each other, until the completion of the CA. More
specifically, our main contributions are summarized as:

• We propose SimRAD which predicts a CA over time by
discovering an action sequence from the observed MTS.
SimRAD learns two conditional probabilistic models to
infer action sequences and CAs. SimRAD predicts CAs
by alternately using the two models where their predic-
tions are mutually updated based on each other.

• We propose the action sequence model (ASM) which
is constructed by a DNN feature learner with category
weights for recognizing actions based on different CAs.
The feature learner and category weights are jointly
learned by optimizing a novel objective function which
can enhance the prediction’s robustness.

• We propose the complex activity model (CAM) which
captures temporal patterns from the estimated action se-
quence for CA classification. The CAM is learned based
on the entire progressions of action sequences so that the
CA can be inferred regardless of its progress level.

We conduct experiments on a real-world CA dataset con-
sisting of a rich amount of sensor data. The evaluation results
show that SimRAD outperforms state-of-the-art methods by
average 7.2% in prediction accuracy with high confidence.

2 Related Work
Over the past decade, a large body of work has studied
recognition of simple human activities [Yang, 2009; Krish-
nan and Cook, 2014; Yang et al., 2015; Fan et al., 2016;
Hammerla et al., 2016]. Recently, the rapid development of
sensor networks enables the recognition of complex activi-
ties (CAs) from multivariate time series (MTS). A number
of work focus on the modeling of CAs with temporal rela-
tions among actions [Zhang et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015;
2016]. Zhang et al. [2013] propose a Bayesian network based
approach for modeling temporal relations among action for
CA recognition. Liu et al. [2015] present an approach which
extracts temporal patterns among actions for CA representa-
tion and uses multi-task learning framework for classification.
Liu et al. [2016] present a CA recognition model which uses
Chinese Restaurant Process to capture the inherent structural
varieties of CAs. Due to the demand from time-critical appli-
cations, predicting CA at early stages becomes an important
challenge. Li et al. [Li and Fu, 2014] propose to predict
CAs by finding the causal relations between actions and the
predictable characteristic of CAs. However, this method is
merely based on pre-annotated actions, which cannot be reli-
ably obtained from sensor MTS data. Therefore, we demand
a predicting method which directly uses MTS of sensor data
without any annotations of actions.

There are a few works targeting on early classification
of time series data [Xing et al., 2009; 2011; Ghalwash and
Obradovic, 2012]. Xing et al. [2009] develop a 1-nearest
neighbor classification model for an early prediction on uni-
variate time series. Later, Xing et al. [2011] and Ghalwash
and Obradovic [2012] propose to extract interpretable feature

for early classification, which can provide the interpretation
to the classifying results. However, these methods only find
one early stage to classify a time series, without focusing on
other possible earliness. Li et al. [2014] propose a multivari-
ate marked point-process based method that can classify time
series at arbitrary early stages, where MTS is modeled into
events for classification based on temporal dynamics and se-
quential cue. However, this method is designed for general
time series which have less pattern diversity compared to the
MTS of CAs. Therefore, recognition of early CAs from MTS
still requires further investigation.

3 Methodology
In this section, we first formalize our problem. Then, we
propose Simultaneous Complex Activities Recognition and
Action Sequence Discovering (SimRAD) for predicting com-
plex activities (CAs) from ongoing multivariate time series
(MTS).

3.1 Problem Statement
Let X be an MTS collected by a set of sensors. We present
X as a sequence such that X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} where n =
∣X ∣ is the length of X and xt ∈ Rd is a d dimension data
point at time t ∈ [1, n]. Let Y be a label set of CAs such
that Y = {1,2, ..., ∣Y ∣}. Let y ∈ Y be the category label of
the CA represented by X . Let XT be the MTS of a fully
observed CA, where T is the length ofXT . LetXt be a prefix
of XT that Xt = {x1, ..., xt} where 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Suppose we
have a data distribution D = {(X(i), y(i))}, where X(i) ≡
X
(i)

T (i)
is the MTS of a fully observed CA, and y(i) is the CA

label. We formalize the problem of predicting CAs as finding
a probability model p(y ∣X) such that:

maxE
(X(i),y(i))∼D

T (i)

∑

t=1

log p(y = y(i) ∣X =X
(i)
t ). (1)

The objective of Eq. 1 is to find a model that maximizes
the expected probabilities of correct predictions over D at
all time points. However, due to the non-trivial patterns of
CAs, modeling p(y ∣X) that achieves a promised accuracy
is a difficult task in practice. To address this problem, we
consider discovering the actions appearing in X for facilitat-
ing the prediction of y. Let Z be a label set of actions that
Z = {1,2, ..., ∣Z ∣}. Each xt of X can be mapped into an ac-
tion vector at ∈ {0,1}∣Z ∣, of which the z-th element at,z = 1
indicates the presence of the action z ∈ Z , and at,z = 0
indicates the absence of z. Note that multiple actions can
appear at time t. We denote A as an action sequence such
that A = {a1, a2, ..., an}, and we denote At as the action
sequence corresponding to Xt. With the notations defined
above, we present our method in the following sections.

3.2 Proposed Method
We propose Simultaneous Complex Activities Recognition
and Action Sequence Discovering (SimRAD) for predicting
CAs. Instead of directly inferring the CA label y from an
MTS X , we estimate an action sequence A corresponding to
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X , and use A to infer y. Moreover, we consider that an esti-
mation of y can also assist the estimation of A, since CAs of
the same category have similar compositions of actions. As a
result, we design a method where y and A are mutually up-
dated based on each other during the inference. Towards this
goal, we propose two conditional probabilistic models. The
first model is action sequence model (ASM):

p(A ∣ y,X ; θ), (2)

which estimates the probability of the action sequence A
given y andX parameterized by θ. The second model is com-
plex activity model (CAM):

p(y ∣A ; ψ), (3)

which estimates the probability of the CA label y given A pa-
rameterized by ψ. Suppose we are at time t. SimRAD first
uses ASM to infer At by estimating p(A = At ∣ y = yt−1,X =
Xt; θ) where yt−1 is the label inferred at time t − 1, and uses
CAM to infer yt by estimating p(y = yt ∣A = At;ψ). Ac-
cordingly, SimRAD predicts CAs over time by utilizing the
two models alternately. We provide the details of SimRAD in
the rest of this section. First, we introduce ASM and CAM
by describing the model structures and learning objectives.
Then, we give the details of SimRAD in terms of training and
inference algorithms.

Action Sequence Model (ASM)
The ASM p(A ∣ y,X ; θ) is used to infer A given y and X . It
is worth noting that y can take an additional value of 0, which
indicates the unknown of an estimated CA. This enables that
the inference of SimRAD can be started at the initial time t =
1, where y is unknown. Designing the model p(A ∣ y,X ; θ)
is non-trivial. First, the model should accurately recognize
the actions from a given X of any progress level. Second, the
model should collaboratively utilize y and X for inferring A.
We rewrite the probability p(A ∣ y,X) as:

p(A ∣ y,X) = p(a1,a2...,an ∣ y,X). (4)

As a CA can be performed in many different ways, it is hard
to recognize actions by capturing their temporal dependen-
cies. Therefore, we make the Naive Bayes assumption on
A that the actions a1, ...,an are conditionally independent
given y and X . In addition, applying the Naive Bayes as-
sumption brings two advantages: 1) the resulting model is
able to handle an observed X of arbitrary progress level, and
2) the modeling can be significantly simplified for incorpo-
rating y. We then have:

p(A ∣ y,X) =
n

∏

t=1

p(at ∣ y,X) =
n

∏

t=1

∣Z ∣

∏

z=1

p(at,z ∣ y,X). (5)

Therefore, estimating the probability p(A ∣ y,X) of the whole
sequence can be decoupled into estimating point-wise proba-
bility p(at,z ∣ y,X). Let a be a general action vector, and az
be the z-th element of a. Then, we estimate p(at,z ∣ y,X) by
probability p(az ∣ y,X, t) for any given t. Since we have:

p(az = 1 ∣ y,X, t) + p(az = 0 ∣ y,X, t) = 1, (6)

we only need to formulate the probability p(az = 1 ∣ y,X, t),
and p(az = 0 ∣ y,X, t) is obtained by 1 − p(az = 1 ∣ y,X, t).

Let p(az ∣ y,X, t ; W,G) be our prospective probability
model parameterized by W and G. We model p(az =
1 ∣ y,X, t ; W,G) as:

p(az = 1 ∣ y,X, t ; W,G) =
1

1 + exp{−WT
y,zG(X, t)}

, (7)

where W = {Wy,z ∣0 ≤ y ≤ ∣Y ∣,1 ≤ z ≤ ∣Z ∣} is the cat-
egory weights, and G(X, t) is the feature learner to extract
features from X at t. The category weights W includes a
set of vectors Wy,z , one for each pair of y and z. The fea-
ture learner G(X, t) is a Deep Neural Network (DNN) which
yields an effective representation of MTS data. Recall that X
is a sequence of d-dim data point, so X can be represented
by d channels of univariate time series. The first level of
G(X, t) is an input layer. This layer captures a subsequence
Xt−w/2∶t+w/2 where w is the window size, and decomposes
Xt−w/2∶t+w/2 into d inputs for each channel. The second level
of G(X, t) is a group of Fully Connected (FC) layers, where
the κ-th FC layer takes the κ-th input and outputs a vector for
a channel-independent representation. Then, we concatenate
the outputs of those FC layers into one vector using a con-
catenation layer. Next, we use a Max-Pooling layer to reduce
the dimension of the concatenated vector, and then we use a
FC layer to extract a feature vector from the pooled vector.
This feature vector is the final output of G(X, t). The neural
network structure of G(X, t) is illustrated in Figure 1. Given
a dataset D = {(X(i), y(i),A(i))}, where A(i) = {a(i)1 , a(i)2 ,
..., a(i)

T (i)
} is the ground-truth action sequence corresponding

to X(i), we learn the model p(az ∣ y,X, t ; W,G) in an end-
to-end fashion as follows:

max
W,G

∣D∣

∑

i=1

T (i)

∑

t=1

∣Z ∣

∑

z=1

[ log p(az = a
(i)
t,z ∣0,X

(i), t ; W,G)+ (8)

log p(az = a
(i)
t,z ∣ y

(i),X(i), t ; W,G)+

∑

y′∈Y/{y(i)}

log p(az = 0 ∣ y
′,X(i), t ; W,G)],

In the above equation, we jointly maximize three proba-
bilities: (1) p(az = a

(i)
t,z ∣0,X

(i), t ; W,G) is maximized
to enhance the weight W0,z regarding the unknown of
y; (2) p(az = a

(i)
t,z ∣ y

(i),X(i), t ; W,G) is maximized to
enhance the weight Wy(i),z regarding y(i); (3) p(az =

0 ∣ y′,X(i), t ; W,G) for y′ ∈ Y/{y(i)} are maximized to
improve the robustness of the model, since this will force
az = 0 when the given y is mistakenly estimated by the CAM
during inference. After finding the optimal W ∗ and G∗,
we obtain the model p(A ∣ y,X ; θ∗) for inferring A, where
θ∗ = (W ∗,G∗).

Complex Activity Model (CAM)
The CAM p(y ∣A ; ψ) is used to infer y given A. Let φ(A)
be a function that extracts features on the sequence A. We
specifically extract the feature of Temporal Patterns [Höpp-
ner, 2001; Liu et al., 2015], because this feature can effec-
tively capture the temporal relations among actions appearing
in arbitrary stages of CAs. Moreover, the Temporal Patterns
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Input 1 Input 2 ... Input d

FC 1 FC 2 ... FC d

...

Concatenation

Max-Pooling

FC

Output

Figure 1: The neural network structure of the feature learner G. The
inputs 1, ..., d are the univariate time series on each channel of X .
The output of G is the learned feature vector.

feature can be represented by a vector of fixed dimension,
which enables the training and inference of CAM using ac-
tion sequences of varied lengths. We propose p(y ∣A ; ψ) as
follows:

p(y = h ∣A ; ψ) =
exp{−ψTh φ(A)}

∑
∣Y ∣

j=1 exp{−ψ
T
j φ(A)}

, (9)

where ψ = {ψy ∣1 ≤ y ≤ ∣Y ∣} is the weight parameter, and
ψ includes a set of vectors ψy as the weights for each y. In
the learning procedure of p(y = h ∣A ; ψ), we consider that
the penalties for the predictions are monotonically increas-
ing with respect to time. This is because that a model should
be more certain on the correct prediction when CAs are per-
formed at a later stage [Ma et al., 2016]. Therefore, the CAM
can better capture the progressions of CAs with the increas-
ing penalties. Given a dataset D = {(A(i), y(i))}, we learn
the CAM p(y ∣A ; ψ) as follows:

max
ψ

∣D∣

∑

i=1

T (i)

∑

t=1

λt log p(y = y
(i)
∣A
(i)
t ; ψ), (10)

where λt is the penalty weight that 0 < λ1 <, ...,< λT (i) ≤
1. After finding the optimal ψ∗, we obtain the model
p(y ∣A ; ψ∗) for inferring y.

SimRAD Algorithms
Given the ASM p(A ∣ y,X ; θ) and the CAM p(y ∣A ; ψ), we
introduce the processes of SimRAD to estimate A and y with
the two models. SimRAD considers the prediction confi-
dences of the CAs, which are presented by a group of prob-
abilities p0, p1, ..., p∣Y ∣ such that ∑∣Y ∣y=0 py = 1. p0 indicates
the confidence of that CA is unknown, and py indicates the
confidence on y, for 1 ≤ y ≤ ∣Y ∣. We initialize p0 = 1, and
py = 0 for 1 ≤ y ≤ ∣Y ∣. By taking into account the confidences,
SimRAD uses the ASM to estimate A by first calculating the
probability p(A ∣X) as:

p(A ∣X) =
∣Y ∣

∑

y=0

py ⋅ p(A ∣ y,X; θ), (11)

and then obtain the estimation Â = {â1, ..., ân} as:

Â = argmax
A

p(A ∣X). (12)

We present Â as a sequence of estimated action vectors ât
such that Â = {â1, ..., ân}, where ât = {ât,1, ..., ât,∣Z ∣}. Let

Algorithm 1 SimRAD Training

Input: A dataset D = {(X(i), y(i),A(i))}
Output: The optimal parameters θ∗ and ψ∗

1: Learn θ = (W,G) using D by Eq. 8
2: Initialize p(i)0 = 1, p(i)1 = 0, ..., p(i)

∣Y ∣
= 0 for i ∈ {1, ..., ∣D∣}

3: for l = 1,2, ..., L do
4: Let D′ = ∅
5: for i = 1,2, ..., ∣D∣ do
6: Estimate Â(i) using p(i)y s by Eq. 11 and Eq. 12
7: D

′
= D

′
⋃{(Â(i), y(i))}

8: end for
9: Update ψ using D′ by Eq. 10

10: for i = 1,2, ..., ∣D∣ do
11: Update p(i)0 = 1/2, and p(i)y = 1/2 ⋅ p(y ∣ Â(i) ; ψ)

for y ∈ Y
12: end for
13: end for
14: return θ∗ = θ, ψ∗ = ψ

pt,z = p(az = 1 ∣ y,X, t). It can be derived that an ât,z of ât
is given by ât,z = 1{∑

∣Y ∣

y=0 py ⋅pt,z > 0.5}. However, if there is
a subset S ⊆ Z such that the actions of S are mutually exclu-
sive and one action must appear, then we obtain Â by setting
ât,z∗ = 1 where z∗ = argmaxz∈S ∑

∣Y ∣

y=0 py ⋅ pt,z , and setting
ât,z = 0 for z ∈ S/{z∗}. With the estimation Â, SimRAD can
use the CAM to obtain the estimation ŷ as:

ŷ = argmax
y∈Y

p(y ∣ Â;ψ). (13)

We then update p0 = 1/2, and py = 1/2 ⋅ p(y ∣ Â;ψ) for
1 ≤ y ≤ ∣Y ∣. The p0 is updated to 1/2 as we presume a half
confidence on the predictions of the CA. Next, we provide
the details of the SimRAD algorithms regarding both training
and inferring procedures.
SimRAD Training: Given a training datasetD, we first learn
the ASM’s parameter θ = (W,G) using D by Eq. 8. Then,
we initialize the CAM’s parameter ψ and iteratively learn ψ
for L rounds. In each round, we use the estimated action se-
quences instead of ground truth for learning ψ. This makes ψ
adapt to θ and achieves desired performance. For an instance
(X(i), y(i),A(i)) ∈ D, we calculate the estimated action se-
quence Â(i) by Eq. 11 and Eq. 12. Then, the Â(i)s together
with y(i)s form a new set of instances D′, which is used to
learn/update ψ. After learning/updating ψ in this round, we
can update the p(i)y s for each instance of D. The p(i)y s will be
used in the next round for estimating Â(i). The pseudocode
of SimRAD’s training algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.
SimRAD Inference: Suppose an ongoing MTS is given by
a series of MTS prefixes X1,X2, ...,XT , we predict A and
y for T steps. At time t, we calculate the estimated action
sequence Ât by Eq. 11 and Eq. 12. Then, we update the
pys, and obtain the inferred CA by ŷt = argmaxy∈Y py . The
pseudocode of SimRAD’s inference algorithm is provided in
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 SimRAD Inference
Input: A series of MTS prefixes X1,X2, ...,XT

Output: A series of CA inference outputs ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷT
1: Initialize p0 = 1, p1 = 0, ..., p∣Y ∣ = 0
2: for t = 1,2, ..., T do
3: Estimate Ât using pys by Eq. 11 and Eq. 12
4: Update p0 = 1/2, and py = 1/2 ⋅p(y ∣ Ât ; ψ) for y ∈ Y
5: ŷt = argmaxy∈Y py
6: end for
7: return ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷT

4 Experiments
The experiments are conducted on a 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04
LTS operating system. The experimental scripts are written
in Python 2.7 with the use of Scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al.,
2011] and Keras [Chollet and others, 2015] packages.
Dataset: The experiments are conducted on Opportunity
(OPP) dataset [Roggen et al., 2010]. OPP dataset is collected
by 4 subjects with sensors placed on their bodies (back,
hands, waists, arms, etc), where the sensors’ sampling rate
is 30 readings per seconds. Each subject is asked to perform
5 complex activities (CAs): relaxing, early morning, coffee
time, sandwich time, and cleanup. The relaxing has 40
instances. For the other CAs, each category has 20 instances.
The actions appearing in those CAs can be categorized into
3 types: 5 locomotion actions (LocA), 14 left-hand actions
(LHA), and 14 right-hand actions (RHA). Each type includes
an abnormal action which presents some undefined behav-
iors, and the other are defined actions, such as ‘grabbing’.
The actions of each type are mutually exclusive. At any time
point, there will be presence of 3 concurrent actions one for
each type.
Data Preparation: Although we have only one available
CA dataset, the dataset contains a rich amount of data col-
lected by sensors placed on various parts of subjects’ body.
Therefore, based on OPP dataset, we generate 3 sub-datasets:
OPP-BH, OPP-BW, and OPP-BUA for empirical evaluation.
Each sub-dataset contains 3 trails of 3-axis accelerations
collected by sensors placed on 3 different locations of body.
The details of the sensor placement locations of the 3 sub-
datasets are: 1) OPP-BW: Back, Left Waist, Right Waist; 2)
OPP-BH: Back, Left Hand, Right Hand; 3) OPP-BUA: Back,
Left Upper Arm, Right Upper Arm. For each sub-dataset,
we describe a data instance (X(i), y(i),A(i)) of D as: X(i)
is the multivariate time series (MTS) of the 3 sensors’
acceleration data, thereby, the dimension d of each data point
x
(i)
t is 9 (9 channels = 3 sensors × 3 axises); y(i) is the CA

label; A(i) is the action sequence, where the dimension of
each a

(i)
t is 33 (33 = 5 LocA + 14 LHA + 14 RHA).

Experimental Settings: We conduct experiments based
on 4-fold cross-validation. We consider that the amount
of testing data is greater than the training data as CAs can
be performed in various individual ways in real-world.
Therefore, we use the 1/4 instances regarding one subject for
training and the other 3/4 for testing. The evaluation results
are reported as the average results of the 4 folds.

Settings of SimRAD: For the action sequence model (ASM),
we describe the detailed settings of feature learner G from
bottom to top as follows: The input layer uses window size
w = 120 for channels of locomotion actions, and uses the
half size of w for channels of left/right-hand actions as hand
actions are shorter than locomotion actions; The FC layers
of each channel output 60-dim vectors; The Max-Pooling
layer down-samples the concatenated vector by a scale of
2; The last FC layer outputs a 256-dim vector. We train the
ASM with batch size of 10 and training epoch of 50. For
the complex activity model (CAM), we set the feature φ(A)
as Temporal Patterns of 1-pattern [Liu et al., 2015], and we
use quadratic penalty weight λt = (t/T )2 for 1 ≤ t ≤ T . We
train SimRAD with learning rounds L = 10. The settings of
window size w, penalty weight λt, and learning round L will
be studied in subsection 4.1.
Settings of Comparison Methods: We test 5 methods in
comparison with SimRAD. The settings of the methods are
as following. 1) 1NN+DTW: We use 1-nearest neighbor
(1NN) method to classify MTS based on Dynamic Time
Wrapping (DTW) distance. 2) 1NN+Fea: For each channel
of MTS, we extract AR feature [Kwapisz et al., 2011] and
Fourier coefficients of 0Hz, 1Hz, and 2Hz. We combine all
these features as a feature vector, and use 1NN to classify
the feature vectors based on Euclidean distance. 3) DT+Fea:
We extract the same features used in 1NN+Fea, and use
decision tree (DT) to classify the feature vectors. 4) LSTM:
We implement a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based
method, where the architecture of the RNN consists of an
LSTM layer with 256-dim output, a dense layer with K-dim
output, and a softmax layer. 5) MD-MPP: We implement
Multilevel-Discretized Marked Point-Process (MD-MPP)
based method, where the piece and level parameters are both
set to 10 [Li et al., 2014].

4.1 Prediction of Complex Activities
We evaluate the performances of SimRAD and the 5 com-
parison methods regarding prediction accuracies of CAs at
progress levels 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0, where the progress level is
defined as t/T . According to the evaluation results shown
in Figure 2, SimRAD outperforms all the comparison meth-
ods in most of the times, except progress levels of 0.9 and
1.0 on OPP-BW and OPP-BH datasets. SimRAD uniformly
surpasses the best accuracies of the comparison methods by
average 7.2%. It is worth noting that the LSTM based model
cannot be effectively learned due to insufficient number of
data instances. But LSTM still has a lot potential in the fu-
ture, when there is a large enough dataset. To statistically
compare the performance of SimRAD with the 5 methods,
we conduct the Wilcoxon signed-ranked test on the results (40
pairs) of the 3 datasets. The returned R+ and R− correspond
to the sum of the ranks of the differences above and below
zero, respectively. The returned p-value represents the low-
est level of significance of a hypothesis that results in rejec-
tion. This value allows one to determine whether two meth-
ods have significantly different performances. According to
the results shown in Table 1, the p-values in comparisons of
SimRAD with all the 5 methods, reject the null hypotheses
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(c) OPP-BUA dataset

Figure 2: Prediction accuracies of CAs at different progress levels.

SimRAD vs. 1NN+DTW SimRAD vs. 1NN+Fea SimRAD vs. DT+Fea SimRAD vs. LSTM SimRAD vs. MD-MPP
Dataset R+ R− p-value R+ R− p-value R+ R− p-value R+ R− p-value R+ R− p-value

OPP-BW 817.0 3.0 0.0000 720.0 100.0 0.0000 692.0 128.0 0.0002 820.0 0.0 0.0000 761.0 59.0 0.0000
OPP-BH 820.0 0.0 0.0000 809.0 11.0 0.0000 738.0 82.0 0.0000 820.0 0.0 0.0000 696.0 124.0 0.0001

OPP-BUA 810.0 10.0 0.0000 800.0 20.0 0.0000 769.0 51.0 0.0000 820.0 0.0 0.0000 701.0 119.0 0.0001

Table 1: The Wilcoxon test to compare the prediction accuracies regarding R+, R−, and p-values.
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Figure 3: The accuracies of SimRAD w.r.t. λt, w, and L.

for accuracy with a level of significant α = 0.0005. There-
fore, SimRAD outperforms the 5 comparison methods at all
progress levels with high confidence. We study the prediction
accuracies of SimRAD with respect to (w.r.t.) penalty weight
λt, window size w, and learning round L using the OPP-BW
dataset. According to Figure 3a, using penalty weight of Con-
stant λt = 1 or Decreased λt = 1 − t/T obtains slightly better
accuracies before 0.3. However, using Linear λt = t/T or
Quadratic λt = (t/T )2 obtains surpassing accuracies at later
stages. According to Figure 3b, usingw between 120 and 150
obtains better accuracies. According to Figure 3c, the accu-
racies fluctuate a little before L = 10, and then remain stable
as L increases beyond 10.

4.2 Recognition of Action Sequence
Recall that SimRAD predicts CAs by discovering action se-
quences from sensor MTS data. We explore the detailed
performance of SimRAD by studying the recognition ac-
curacy of the actions. For each time point, we expect to
recognize one of 5 LocA, one of 14 LHA, and one of
14 RHA. Therefore, we evaluate the accuracy regarding
one action sequence A, where the accuracy is calculated
as 1

3n ∑
n
t=1(1{LocA correct at t} + 1{LHA correct at t} +

1{RHA correct at t}). We report the averaged accuracies on
all the testing X . We compare our ASM with 3 methods:
1) Softmax Regression (SR) with regularization parameter

Dataset ASM SR LDA Lasso

OPP-BW 75.06(±12.40) 35.92(±13.96) 54.52(±12.55) 56.86(±13.70)

OPP-BH 73.32(±12.76) 32.08(±16.03) 56.23(±11.51) 59.05(±11.40)

OPP-BUA 74.08(±13.40) 39.12(±19.62) 47.12(±18.85) 57.38(±17.24)

Table 2: Recognition accuracies on action sequences.

γ = 0.1; 2) Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA); 3) Lasso
with γ = 0.1. According to the results shown in Table 2, the
proposed ASM significantly outperforms the 3 comparison
methods. As a result, SimRAD accurately finds the actions
for predicting CAs.

5 Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper, we study the problem of predicting complex ac-
tivities (CAs) with ongoing multivariate time series (MTS).
We propose Simultaneous Complex Activities Recognition
and Action Sequence Discovering (SimRAD) which predicts
a CA over time by finding a sequence of multivariate actions
from sensor MTS data using a Deep Neural Network. Sim-
RAD learns two probabilistic models for inferring CAs and
action sequences, where the estimations of the two models
are conditionally dependent on each other. SimRAD alter-
nately predicts the CA and the action sequence with the two
models, thus the predictions can be mutually updated until the
completion of CA. We evaluate SimRAD on a real-world CA
dataset of a rich amount of sensor data. The results demon-
strate that SimRAD outperforms state-of-the-art methods by
average 7.2% in prediction accuracy with very high confi-
dence (p-values < 0.0005).

In future work, we plan to implement SimRAD on mobile
platforms, such as smartphones and smartwatches, and test
SimRAD in real-time. We will also consider minimizing the
computational cost of SimRAD to improve energy-efficiency
of the algorithm on mobile devices.
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